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Having been fortunate enough to volunteer on conservation projects in Australia and the USA in recent years, I had 

decided that my next volunteering opportunity should allow me to see how conservation projects work in Europe. 

The Eucan project offered everything I was looking for; an all-expenses-paid 2 week cultural and conservation trip, to 

Ždánice in the Czech Republic.  As Eucan (European Conservation Action Network) is fully funded by the Leonardo Da 

Vinci section of the European Union Lifelong Learning Programme, everything from travel and insurance to food and 

accommodation would be provided.   

 

Travel to the Czech Republic was by train and gave the group of twelve participants the perfect opportunity to get to 

know each other. On the long journey to Brno, we passed through incredible scenery of deep cut river valleys, 

mountains and seemingly endless forests and despite the epic journey length, our time was passed with a very cosy 

drinking session  followed by a morning of scenery watching as we made our way east. 

 

First impressions of Ždánice were very promising; the town was smart and clean, with houses scattered between 

rows of plum and apple trees and overlooked by forests on the hill slopes above. Our accommodation for the 

duration of the trip, Hotel Radlovec was above expectation, giving us nice twin rooms and modern furnishings which 

I hadn’t expected to see in such a remote village. The hotel would also provide us with our breakfast and main 

dinners for the majority of our stay. The food too was a welcome surprise, giving us chance to try some very nice 

local Czech dishes. 

 

 

 
                            Ždánice  



 
Silver-washed Fritillary 

 

We were introduced to the work site on the first afternoon and the warm weather gave perfect chance to glimpse 

some of the insects protected in this area. The valley, which has become known as Butterfly Valley locally, is an area 

of grasslands in a small valley which rises to woodland and orchard. This is perfect habitat for numerous species of 

butterfly and within moments I had already seen species such as Map , Silver-washed Fritillary  and Clouded Yellow . 

A stroll through the long grasses also led to an encounter with a ferocious looking Wasp Spider and more species of 

hoverfly and cricket than I have ever previously seen in one place. 

 

 
Wasp Spider (Argiope bruennichi) 

 

The first morning of our first weekend was spent preparing a large area of the grassy hillside for the arrival of forty 

sheep and goats, which had been lent to the project to help graze and improve the grassland.  Some of us cleared 

thickly covered shrubs with brush cutters, whilst others constructed an electric fence to keep the livestock from 

escaping. It was only a short morning of work however, due to the town’s Histopedal Festival taking place in the 

afternoon. The whole group went to watch the local fancy dress bike races, where various costumed locals took 

penny farthings and bone shakers around a short course in the grounds of Ždánice’s ‘castle’ . Once all the races were 

complete, the real festivities could begin and we joined the locals in sampling local beers and wines, and then in 

dancing on a custom-made outdoor dance floor until the early hours of Sunday. 

 

   The Histopedal festival 



 

On the Sunday morning, still with more alcohol in my system than should be allowed at that hour of the day, we 

were taken by minibus to Mutenice lakes in South Moravia to be shown one of the area’s ultimate bird watching 

sites. We met up with Karel Simecek, a local birder and expert on the wildlife areas of the region. At our first port of 

call; a huge fishing lake surrounded by trees and reed beds, I had the perfect cure to my hangover when we caught 

site of a White-tailed Sea Eagle flying in from the east. Then it was straight on to meet George, a friend of Karel’s 

who has the reputation of South Moravia’s premier bird ringer. He gave us the opportunity to view and photograph 

a juvenile Robin, Blackcap, Reed and Sedge Warblers and my favourite; the Red-backed Shrike, a bird I had never 

before seen. So impressed was I with those bird encounters, I have now signed up to become a fully trained ringer 

with my local group in Shropshire. A long walk around the tracks surrounding the lakes at Mutenice resulted in some 

other decent sightings, from Little Bittern and Night Heron to Grass Snake and Marsh frog (the latter being so 

numerous that is was difficult to find space to walk between them all in some places).  

 

 
Reed and Sedge Warbler 

 

After a meal at a local restaurant, next on Karel’s tour was a visit to a local airfield, which isn’t the kind of place we 

might expect to find rare mammals living successfully. This site is just one of forty remaining sites in the Czech 

Republic to contain a sustainable population of Susliks. Susliks are small ground squirrels which live in small burrows 

and are dependent on the short grass habitat which makes the airfield so suitable. We saw a number of them, 

standing on hind legs with heads peeping out just above the grass on watch for potential predators. And within a few 

minutes, I could see the importance of this fascinating activity when a Marsh Harrier began to soar over the airfield 

on look-out for any susliks which might have dropped their guard. 

 

 
   Suslik Burrow 

 

Karel then took us to see a Bee-eater colony out in the sunflower fields in an area which has been earmarked 

for development into solar farms. Solar farms are quickly becoming the Czech’s answer to energy creation, but act as 

a major blot on the beautiful landscapes and reduces suitable wildlife habitat. Karel explained to me that he would 

like to put an end to the development of solar farms before all of the countryside is ruined and I wish him every 

success on his mission, having seen the damage it can do to the landscape. 



 

 
         Waiting for Bee-eaters 

 

After a weekend of wildlife spotting and joining festivities, it was only fair that we got down to work on Monday and 

I was pleasantly surprised to find that we would be working at a much more relaxed Czech pace than I am used to. 

We were out and ready to begin by 8am most mornings and after collecting brush cutters and tools from a shed on 

the way to the work site, we separated out into smaller groups. I was involved with some brush cutting to continue 

to clear a way for the sheep fence to run along and to remove problem plants such as Golden Rod. I became mainly 

involved with chainsaw and tree felling to deal with another major issue that threatens the site. Robinia trees have 

been introduced in to the Czech Republic from North America with devastating effect and from looking at the 

Robinia spread across areas of the grassland it was easy to see why. The species quickly takes over any surrounding 

habitat and leaves a dense impenetrable woodland in its place; woodland that is largely unsuitable for the Czech 

flora and fauna.  After a couple of hours work each day, we were treated  to tea and cakes which was a welcome 

boost after a morning of walking up and down the steep grassy slopes.  

 

 
Cutting Robinia 

After work on the first day, we were invited to meet the mayor of Ždánice at his office in the town hall for a welcome 

speech and obligatory shot of local plum spirit, which was the perfect end to our first day of work! 

 

 
A mayor’s welcome for the 2010 team 



After another couple of days of work which had also included a trip to the local historical town of Kyjov, a fungi foray 

with David Novotny  and a Czech lesson in the local school, a few of us went to meet with naturalist Karel again to 

visit one of his favourite birding sites. This gave me chance to view Storks in the wild for the first time and on some 

flooded farm fields we were treated to views of Spotted Redshank, Wood Sandpiper, Snipe and Honey Buzzard. 

Thanks to Karel’s enthusiasm for scientific names , I was inspired to begin learning the Latin for not only birds and 

animal species and am currently still teaching myself those names. Never again will I refer to a Great Grey Shrike 

without blurting out Lanius excubitor! 

 

My time in Ždánice was a great learning experience, both in relation to culture and conservation and meeting so 

many Czech people with a passion for nature was a very positive experience for me. I was also fortunate to go there 

with a group of people who will remain friends after the trip. I will definitely be returning to the Czech Republic 

someday soon, to drink more of their very underrated wine and to search for some of the more elusive animals 

(beaver, stone marten and red squirrel) that failed to make an appearance on this particular occasion. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 


